If You Want a Rare Work of Reference Your Library Library Will Get it for You from the Great Washington Institution

YOU have been for twenty years engaged in an epoch-making work—dealing with, we may say, the whole, or practically the whole, adult mosquito culture in canine anziosemia. In order to complete the book it is necessary for you to consult Professor Roderick's "Climatic Susceptibility of Mosquitoes," (proceedings of the Royal Biological I..., 1903.)

The Carnegie Library of your native town, which is Denverseebury, Ala., does not contain this volume.

Dr. Professor Foster's monograph is not to be obtained at any bookshop in this country, and you cannot to travel to one of the usual 250 miles to reach it.

This would take too long to import it from Scotland. Must you bring your book without consulting this author?

No, if such a book exists as this hypo- pathetical work of Professor Foster, it is not in the Carnegie Library of your native town. So consult the library; it is not in the Carnegie Library, a fact which is known to the Carnegie Library of Washington, and that copy you can consult.

Furthermore, it will not be necessary for you to travel to Washington, for the Carnegie Library may consult the volume without leaving Denverseebury—It will be sent to you from Washington.

Dr. Foster's invaluable book will be consulted by thousands of people all over the country who constantly make use of the Library of Congress and who have never been within the library of the United States. The library and the little-known branch of the activities of the Carnegie Library which makes this book available is explained in detail to a representative of The New York Times recently by Herbert Putnam. Putnam, seated at his desk in his office on the main floor of the building, the Librarian of Congress described the purpose of this work and the way in which the library is made to serve all citizens of the country.

"This is a work in which the Library of Congress is a little known branch of the great libraries of Europe, especially of those of Germany. The great librar- iers of the Continent have been surpris- ingly generous in lending to scholars throughout Europe. We have made the practice our aim to make them the same with our own libraries."

"Dr. Foster's book is a reference library. It is a magnificent collection, but it is of use only to those who can go to London to consult it. The Library of Congress contains such books."

"It is also a lending library, and therefore it renders to the American citizen a service which the British Museum Library, I think, does not render to the British citizen."

"This is a work in which the Library of Congress is a branch of the great libraries of Europe, especially of those of Germany. The great librar- iers of the Continent have been surpris- ingly generous in lending to scholars throughout Europe. We have made the practice our aim to make them the same with our own libraries."

"There is no book on which books are sent out to borrowers in as follows: If a man owns a manuscript which he is not sure on which books are sent out to borrowers in as follows: If a man owns a manuscript which he is not sure

"In the case of music and magazine articles having to do with subjects of current interest, they are distributed widely to libraries throughout the country.

"These lists have proved of the greatest value and are constantly in use by research workers. But in case the scholar finds that the library he wants contains no list of material on the subject in which he is especially interested, he may ask a list by writing, through his local library, to the Library of Congress. Twelve thousand and five such requests reach the Library of Congress every year. They are answered, even if they are not filled in detail. They are filled in the broadest specific information, provided that the recipient is able to answer within the expenditure of time and energy than is warranted by the value of the information

"The character of the questions which the Library will answer is of service, or as it is being asked."

"It is the business of the Library to answer all questions with the exception of the possible motive for which the work was which interested the most extensive of its services, and not to a large number of citizens as possible. Designed primarily as a collection of books to be consulted by Government officials, it has become, in every sense of the word, the great national library, and it is a national library that it is developing under Dr. Putnam's direction.

"We make extracts, on request, from books in our possession, if these extracts are of moderate length. The Library's willingness to make such extract has led to its being almost flooded with demands, especially from students in secondary schools or colleges. It requests that all such inquiries be made through the Education in which the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir- ing student is studying; and where the inquir-